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Robin DiAngelo is a raised-poor, white sociologist who has done extensive work on diversity 
training.  

Introduction

“I am white and am addressing a common white dynamic.  I am mainly writing to a white 
audience; when I use the terms us and we, I am referring to the white collective.  …we are so 
rarely asked to think about ourselves or fellow whites in racial terms. …we can practice building 
our stamina for the critical examination of white identity—a necessary antidote to white 
fragility.”

“White people in North America live in a society that is deeply separate and unequal by race, and 
white people are the beneficiaries of that separation and inequality.  As a result, we are insulated 
from racial stress, at the same time that we come to feel entitled to and deserving of our 
advantage. …Socialized into a deeply internalized sense of superiority that we either are unaware 
of or can never admit to ourselves, we become highly fragile in conversations about race.  …we 
perceive any attempt to connect us to the system of racism as an unsettling and unfair moral 
offense. …the mere suggestion that being white has meaning often triggers a range of defensive 
responses.”  

“I conceptualize this process as white fragility.  Though white fragility is triggered by  
discomfort and anxiety,  it is born of superiority and entitlement.  White fragility is not weakness 
per se.  In fact, it is a powerful means of white racial control and the protection of white 
advantage.”

“…we are all swimming in the same racial water.”
She describes: “the pillars of whiteness—the unexamined beliefs that prop up our racial 
responses.”

• The belief that only bad people are racist
• Individualism allows white people to exempt themselves from the forces of socialization. 
• We are taught to think about racism only as discrete acts committed by individual people, 

rather than as a complex, interconnected system.  
• We feel entitled to and deserving of more than people of color deserve.

White progressives think they are not racist, or are less racist, or in the “choir,” or already “get 
it.”  White progressives need to engage in ongoing self-awareness, continuing education, 
relationship building, and actual antiracist practice.

Chapter 1. The challenges of talking to people about racism
• Ignorance:  Although we have strong opinions about race (usually about “them”), few 

white people get any training about racism, aside from a few elective courses.  The 



history we are taught is truncated and biased.  
• Ideologies of individualism and meritocracy.  White people are depicted in the media, 

schools, etc.  as the human ideal.  Black neighborhoods are viewed as bad, inferior, 
dangerous.  

• White solidarity is maintained through jokes, warnings, taboos on openly talking about 
race

• Believing that being color blind = not being racist.  
• Socialization to see ourselves as objective, unique individuals. Much of it is 

nonverbal and is achieved through watching and comparing ourselves to others. 
• Individualism holds that we are each unique and stand apart from others, even 

those within our social groups.  So race seems irrelevant. The generalize about 
whiteness seems unfair. 

• Objectivity tells us that it is possible to be free of all bias.  We are all biased, 
influenced by our socialization

• “We come to understand who we are by understanding who we are not.”
• “we are taught that to have a racial viewpoint is to be biased. Unfortunately, this 

belief protects our biases, because denying that we have them ensures that we 
won’t examine or change them.”  

• Racism and white supremacy
From childhood, we are immersed in white supremacy ideology—the belief that race is a 
biological fact and that white people are superior to Black and other “non-white” people.

p. 16 “The idea of racial inferiority was created to justify unequal treatment….race is the 
child of racism not the father.”

p. 17  The term “white” first appeared in US colonial law in the late 1600s. …Race is a social 
construction, and thus who is included in the category of white changes over time.”

Racism vs. prejudice and discrimination
p. 19 “All humans have prejudice”  (what Jennifer Eberhart refers to “bias”) 
        “Discrimination is action based on prejudice.”

p. 20 “the discrimination is likely to also be subtle, even hard to detect….When prejudice 
causes me to act differently—I am less relaxed around you or I avoid interacting with you—I 
am now discriminating.  Prejudice always manifests itself in action because the way I see 
the world drives my action in the world….When a racial group’s collective prejudice is 
backed by the power of legal authority and institutional control,  it is transformed into 
racism, a far-reaching system that functions independently from the intentions or self-
images of individual actors.—Racism is a structure, not an event. … Everyone has 
prejudice and discriminates, but structures of oppression go well beyond individuals.”

p. 21  “racism…occurs when a racial group’s prejudice is backed by legal authority and 
institutional control. …The system of racism begins with ideology, which refers to the ig ideas 
that are reinforced throughout society.  From birth, we are conditioned into accepting and not 
questioning these ideas.  …These ideas are also reinforced through social penalties when 
someone questions an ideology and through the limited availability of alternative ideas.  …
Examples of ideology in the United States [and Canada] include individualism, the superiority of 



capitalism as an economic system and democracy as a political system, consumerism as a 
desirable lifestyle, and meritocracy (anyone can succeed if he or she works hard enough).  …
once we accept our positions within racial hierarchies, these positions seem natural and difficult 
to question.  

p. 22  “racial disparity between whites and people of color continues to exist in every institution 
across society, and in many cases is increasing rather than decreasing.  

p. 23 “The birdcage metaphor helps us understand why racism can be so hard to see and 
recognize we have a limited view. …People of color are confined and shped by forces and 
barriers that are not accidental, occasional, or avoidable.  These forces are systematically related 
to each other in ways that restrict their movement.  Individual whites may be “against” racism, 
but the still benefit from a system that privileges whites as a group. “:

Whiteness as a position of status:  p. 23  “whiteness as property”  p. 25 “material advantage of 
being defined as white in society: what is granted and how it is granted based on that meaning.  
…Whiteness rests on a foundational premise:  the definition of whites as the norm or standard for 
human, and people of color as a deviation from that norm.  …the white reference point is 
assumed to be universal and is imposed on everyone….p. 27  “to be white is to be in a privileged 
position within society and its institutions—to be seen as an insider and to be granted the benefits 
of belonging. This position automatically bestows unearned advantages. …significant aspect of 
white identity is to see oneself as an individual, outside or innocent of race---“just human.” …
[Racism is] a network of norms and actions that consistently create advantage for whites and 
disadvantage for people of color….The dimensions of racism benefiting white people are usually 
invisible to whites.  

White supremacy p. 28  “White supremacy…does not refer to individual white people and their 
individual intentions or actions but to an overarching political, economic, and social system of 
domination. P. 29 “White supremacy has shaped a system of global European domination: it 
brings into existence whites and nonwhites… In fact, much of white supremacy’s power is drawn 
from its invisibility, the taken-for-granted aspects that underwrite all other political and social 
contracts.  

p. 30 Statistics showing whites dominate economically, politically, in TV, books, news, music, 
teachers, university professors, owners of men’s professional football teams. 

p. 33 Coded language to justify racism – George Bush’s “Southern strategy” to appeal to the 
racism of white Southern voters without pronouncing it openly.

The White Racial frame. P. 33 “How whites circulate and reinforce racial messages that 
position whites as superior.”  P. 34  Images, stories, interpretations, omissions, silences that are 
passed through generations explicitly and implicitly, through movies, TV, news, family stories, 
such as “Disney movies, music videos, sports heroes, Chinese food, Aunt Jemima syrup, Uncle 
Ben’s rice, Apu from The Simpsons, and the donkey from Shrek.”  Concepts of “good schools”, 
“good neighborhoods.”  Teachers of the same race,  white authors.  Children learn it’s taboo to 
mention race of others



Chapter 3  Racism after the Civil Rights movement:  “New racism” p. 39

Color-blind racism p. 40-41  color-blindness (not noticing race) was promoted after Civil 
Rights movement as a cure for racism. P.42 This make it hard to address racism.

Aversive racism: p. 43 Racism that  “well intentioned people who see themselves as educated 
and progressive are more likely exhibit.”  E.g. sending kids to “good schools”,  “I have lots of 
friends of color,”  attributing inequality between whites and people of color to causes other than 
racism,  avoiding direct racial language by using coded words:  “urban, underprivileged, diverse, 
sketchy, and good neighborhoods.”  P.45 “It accomplishes the interconnected goals of elevating 
whites while demeaning people of color.”   P.46 Living in “sheltered” neighborhoods just 
reinforces racist assumptions—and they aren’t “sheltered” for Blacks—who often stopped by 
police or shot just for visiting.

Cultural racism p. 47  Racist incidents constantly around us, and prohibition from naming it, 
much less interrupting it.  P. 49  “Backstage” racism when people of color are present: Acting 
overly nice, avoiding contact, mimicking black mannerisms and speech, being careful not to use 
racial terms or labels,  sometimes being violent to people of colour. And when they are NOT 
present – sharing racist humor and putdowns.  Purpose is to reinforce white solidarity and 
white supremacy.

Chapter 4:  How does race shape the lives of white people?

p.51 Belonging: From birth on, white people affirm that we are one-up on the racial hierarchy.  
It’s so “normal” that we take it for granted.  We avoid situations where we’re in the racial 
minority, having been told they are dangerous. 
p. 54 Freedom from the burden of race, being discriminated against on the basis of skin color.
p. 55 Freedom of movement can go anywhere without being suspect
p. 56 Just people.  Being seen as the norm of human beings – not having my “race” constantly 
hyphenated.  (e.g. Toni Morrison always is identified as Black)  “Flesh-colored” makeup,  
“beauty” standards, child development
p. 57 White solidarity The unspoken agreement among whites to protect white advantages and 
not cause another white to feel uncomfortable.  Pressure not to break ranks. Those who do get 
attacked.  (Same as when Jews support Palestinian rights.)
p. 59 The good old days:  Nostalgia for the “good old days” when slavery was in place, before 
civil rights laws, before a Black man became president.
p. 61 White racial innocence. Treating “race” as something only Black people need to address 
or even know about. White flight from urban centres while blacks couldn’t leave. Exaggerating 
Black violence and trivializing or ignoring white violence.  (Same as reporting on Palestinian vs. 
Jewish Israeli violence.) Police stopping, charging, and imprisoning non-whites 
disproportionately.  White privilege isn’t just passive—it’s actively enacted constantly.   
The expectation that it’s up to Black people to educate whites implies that racism only affects 
Black people, and that we shouldn’t be expected to know anything about it. It also reinforces the 
status and power inequality. It ignores how much people of color have repeatedly tried to educate 
white people. 
p. 64 Segregated lives. Whites choose to live segregated from Blacks, and block Blacks from 
living, working, studying, playing where they do. The message is that progress for low-income 



whites is to escape to the white suburbs.  Lack of government investment in poor black 
neighborhoods, schools, parks etc.  The most profound message is that living without people 
of color is not real loss.  Most white people abandon friends who are of colour as they 
“advance.”  No effort by parents to encourage cross-racial friendships. 

p. 68 List of racist assumptions we carry:
• Preference for segregation, and no sense of loss about segregation
• Not understanding what racism is
• Seeing ourselves as individuals exempt from the forces of racial socialization
• Failure to understand that we bring our group’s history with us, that history matters
• Assuming everyone is having or can have our experience
• Lack of racial humility, and unwillingness to listen
• Dismissing what we don’t understand
• Lack of authentic interest in the perspectives of people of color
• Wanting to jump over the hard, personal work and get to “solutions”
• Confusing disagreement with not understanding
• Need to maintain white solidarity to safe face, to look good
• Guilt that paralyzes or allows inaction
• Defensiveness about any suggestion that we are connected to racism
• A focus on intentions over impact

Chapter 5  The good/bad binary:  The belief that you can’t be good and racist
p. 72
Racist = Bad; ignorant, bigoted, prejudiced, mean-spirited, old, Southern
Not racist = Good, progressive, educated, open-minded, well-intentioned, young, Northern

So, to be accused of carrying racism feels like a deep personal attack on my character. We 
respond defensively.
It feels like we’re being accused of murder (a single despicable act)—not part of a systemic 
structure 

The good/bad binary makes it impossible for white people to understand, much less interrupt, 
racism.

p. 77  Color-blind claims
• I was taught to treat everyone the same
• I don’t see color
• I don’t care if you’re pink, purple, or polka-dotted
• Race doesn’t have any meaning to me
• My parents were/weren’t racist, so that’s why I’m not
• Everyone struggles, but if you work hard…
• So-and-so just happens to be black. But hat has nothing to do with what I’m about to tell 

you.
• Focusing on race is what divides us
• If people are respectful to me, I am respectful to them, regardless of race
• Children today are so much more open
• I’m not racist, I’m Canadian



• I grew up poor (so I don’t have race privilege)

p. 77 Color-celebrate assumptions
• I work in a very diverse environment
• I have people of color in my family/have children of color
• I was in the military
• I used to live in New York/Hawaii (diverse)
• We don’t like how white our neighborhood is, be we moved here for the schools
• I was in the Peace Corps
• I marched in the sixties
• We adopted a child from China
• Our grand-children are multiracial
• I worked in Africa
• I lived in Japan and was a minority. So I know what it’s like to be a minority
• I lived among the [fill in the blank] people. So I am actually a person of color
• My great-grandmother was a Native American princess

p. 78 All these claims function to exempt us from being called racist, or taking any responsibility 
for or participation in the problem. 
p. 79  They all rest on a definition of racism as an individual sin and conflate conscious intent 
with racist impact. 

Chapter 6 Anti-Blackness p.89

p. 90 Anti-blackness is foundational to our very identities as white people. Whiteness has always 
been predicated on blackness.  
p. 93  White people/media/ police  tend to justify brutality toward black children (and adults) as 
somehow deserved.
p. 94 “most fundamentally, anti-blackness comes from deep guilt about what we have done and 
continue to do, the unbearable knowledge of our complicity with the profound torture of black 
people from past to present.  –Blaming the victim

p. 95 “Whites can only be white if someone is not white—if someone is the opposite of 
white.  White is a false identity, an identity of false superiority.  In that sense, whiteness 
isn’t real.  … 

Special hatred for “uppity” blacks, for those who achieve more than we have, who aren’t 
subservient, who are angry, who protest—those who refuse to accept subordination.

Chapter 7 Racial triggers for white people

p. 99  Whites are insulated from any challenges to their racist attitudes or behaviors.
p. 101  When whites are challenged, they tend to react with anger, withdrawal, guilt, 
argumentation—leading facilitators to be especially gentle. 

p. 101 Three aspects of white fragility:  field, habitus, and capital
• Field:  The specific social context (eg. A party, workplace, or a school—micro fields e.g. 



the board room, cafeteria)
• Hapitus:  Equilibrium vs. dis-equilibrium (cues unfamiliar, challenge to racism)
• Capital;  The social value people hold in a particular field (e.g. teacher vs. student; boss 

vs. employee
p. 105 
White fragility reactions restore equilibrium and hold the racist system in balance

Chapter 8:  The result: White fragility
p. 109  Whites characterize themselves as victimized, even traumatized.  But no physical 
violence has ever occurred in any interracial discussion or training that I am aware of.”  They 
demand more resources and attention. 
110  They project their tension onto people of color.  And the powers that be legitimate their 
narratives over those of people of colour. 

p. 111 “White equilibrium is a cocoon of racial comfort, centrality, superiority, entitlement, racial 
apathy, and obliviousness all rooted in an identity of being good people free of racism.”

White fragility as a form of bullying
112.   “White “fragility” is really quite powerful, because they take advantage of historical and 
institutional power and control.  We wield this power and control in whatever way is most useful 
in the moment to protect our positions.”   It functions as a form of bullying: “I am going to make 
it so miserable for you to confront me—no matter how diplomatically you try to do so—that you 
will simply back off, give up, and never raise the issue again.  White fragility keeps people of 
color in line and “in their place.”    …It may be conceptualized as the sociology of dominance: an 
outcome of white people’s socialization into white supremacy and a means to protect, maintain, 
and reproduce white supremacy.  

p. 113 “It would be revolutionary if we could receive, reflect, and work to change the behavior.  

Chapter 9:  White fragility in action
119
Feelings:  singled out, attacked, silenced, shamed, guilty, accused, insulted, judged, angry, 
scared, outraged

Behaviors:  crying, leaving, emotionally withdrawing, arguing, denying, focusing on intentions, 
seeking absolution, avoiding

Claims:  I know people of color, I marched in the 60s, I already know all this, You’re judging 
me, You don’t know me, You are generalizing, That’s just your opinion, I disagree, You don’t do 
this the right way, You’re playing the race card, This is not welcoming to me, You’re making me 
feel guilty, You hurt my feelings, The real oppression is [class, sexism, etc]. You are elitist, I just 
said one little innocent thing, Some people find offense where there is none, You misunderstand 
me,  I don’t feel safe, The problem is your tone, I can’t say anything right, That was not my 
intention, I’ve suffered too.

Assumptions (p. 123)  Racism is personal prejudice,  I’m free of racism,  I’ll be the judge of 
whether racism has occurred, I know all I need to know,  Racism can only be intentional—if I 



didn’t intend it, it’s not racist,  My suffering relieves me of racism or racial prejudice, White 
people who experience another form of oppression cannot experience racial privilege, I’m a good 
person—so I can’t be a racist, I’m entitled to stay comfortable and have this conversation the 
way I want to,  As a white person, I know the best way to challenge racism, If I’m being 
challenged, you’re doing something wrong. It’s unkind to point out racism.  Racists are bad 
people, so you’re saying I’m a bad person. If you knew me you’d know I’m not racist.  I have 
friends of color, so I can’t be racist. Society is fine the way it is.  My worldview is objective and 
the only one operating.  If I can’t see it, it isn’t legitimate.  You think you’re better than me 
because you have more knowledge.

Functions of white fragility p. 121
Maintain white solidarity, close off self-reflection, trivialize the reality of racism, silence 
discussion, make white people the victims, hijack the conversation, protect a limited worldview, 
take race off the table,  protect white privilege, focus on the messenger—distract from the 
message, rally more resources to white people 

Chapter 10. White fragility and the rules of engagement
123 

• Do not give me feedback on my racism
• Proper tone is crucial—feedback must be given calmly.  If any emotion is displayed, the 

feedback is invalid and can be dismissed
• You must trust that I am in no way racist before giving me any feedback on my racism
• If there are any issues between us, you can’t give me feedback on my racism until those 

unrelated issues are resolved.
• Feedback must be given immediately.  Otherwise it’s not valid.
• Feedback must be given privately.  To do it publicly is to shame me.  If you don’t protect 

me from embarrassment, the feedback is invalid and you are the transgressor.
• You must be as indirect as possible.  Directness is insensitive and will invalidate the 

feedback and require repair.
• As a white person, I must feel completely safe during any discussion of race.  Suggesting 

I have racist assumptions or patterns will make me feel unsafe—so you will need to 
rebuild my trust by never giving me feedback again.  “Safe” means “comfortable.”

• Highlighting my racial privilege invalidates any form of oppression that I experience 
(sexism, classism, etc.).  You need to pay attention to how you oppressed me.

• You must acknowledge my good intentions and agree that those cancel out the impact of 
my behavior. 

• To suggest that my racist behavior had a racist impact is to have misunderstood me.  You 
must let me explain myself until you acknowledge your misunderstanding.

Guidelines for challenging white fragility 125
• How, when or where you give me feedback is irrelevant.  Feedback is welcome. I 

understand it’s hard to give me feedback. So I’ll take it however it comes.  I’m safe and I 
can handle it.  If I can’t, it’s up to me to build my racial stamina.

• Thank you. 

128  An antidote to white fragility is to build up our stamina to bear witness to the pain of racism 
that we cause, not to impose conditions that require people of color to continually validate our 
denial.



Chapter 11  White Women’s Tears
132 Emotions are political in two key ways:  First, our emotions are shaped by our biases and 
beliefs, our cultural frameworks.  
134 And white women’s tears get used to make them the victims vs. Black people (or their 
allies). “Whether intended or not, when a white woman cries over some aspect of racism, all the 
attention immediately goes to her, demanding time, energy, and attention from everyone in the 
room when they should be focused on ameliorating racism.”  The people of color are yet again 
abandoned and/or blamed.

“Imagine first responders at the scene of an accident rushing to comfort the person whose 
car struck a pedestrian, while the pedestrian lies bleeding on the street”  

White men’s forms of showing white fragility (p. 134)
• control of the conversation—speaking first, last and most often
• invalidation of racial inequality: “just playing the devil’s advocate”
• simplistically proclaiming “the answer” to racism (“people just need to….”)
• playing the outraged victim of “reverse racism”
• accusations that the “race card” is being played
• silence and withdrawal
• hostile body language
• channel-switching (“the true oppression is class!”)
• intellectualizing and distancing (“I recommend this book…”)
• “Correcting” the racial analysis of people of color and white women
• Explaining away racism and the experiences of people of color

Purpose: push race off the table and help white men retain control of the discussion.  Reassert 
their dominance. 

p. 135 “we have to get racially uncomfortable and be willing to examine the effects of our racial 
engagement.   …Guilt functions as an excuse for inaction. 

The men who love us p. 136-7
“When white men come to the rescue of white women in cross-racial settings, patriarchy is 
reinforced as they play savior to our damsel in distress.  …People of color are abandoned and left 
to bear witness as the resources meted out to white people actually increase—yet again—on their 
backs.”  She cites the long history of Black men being lynched or beaten when a white woman 
cries about race.  

“White people do need to feel grief about the brutality of white  supremacy and our role in it.  In 
fact, our numbness to the racial injustice that occurs daily is key to holding it in place.”  But it 
must lead to “sustained and transformative action.”

Chapter 11  Where do we go from here?

p. 141 We can welcome and appreciate being challenged or corrected about our racism and 
accept the feedback with humility, gratitude, interest, discomfort.  We can think, apologize, 
listen, seek more understanding, engage, and believe the corrector. 



142. Assume:
• Being good or bad isn’t relevant.  
• Racism is a multilayered system 
• All of us are socialized into the system of racism
• Racism cannot be avoided. Nothing exempts me from the forces of racism.
• I have blind spots on racism like all white people
• Racism is complex:  I don’t have to understand every nuance of the feedback to validate 

it
• Like all whites, I am unconsciously invested in racism
• Bias is implicit and unconscious.  I need to work at seeing mine.
• Giving white people feedback on our racism takes courage for people of colour.  Receive 

it as a sign of trust.
• How I am given the feedback is not as relevant as the feedback itself
• Discomfort is a necessary part of facing our racism. 
• Don’t confuse comfort with safety:  As a white person, I am safe in discussions of racism.
• The antidote to guilt is action
• Support those who break with white solidarity
• I bring my group’s history with me; history matters
• Given my socialization, it’s much more likely that I am the one who doesn’t understand 

the issue.
• My analysis must be intersectional—informing how I was socialized into the racial 

system
• Racism hurts (even kills) people of color 24-7.  Interrupting it is more important than my 

feelings or self-image. 

p. 143 Letting go of white fragility helps US by:
• Reducing our defensiveness
• Allowing for our growth, broadening our worldview
• Giving us back our integrity – we practice what we preach
• Building authentic relationships and trust
• By taking action, we change our institutions and help break the racist system

p. 144  Take the initiative to learn about racism
The repair 145

• Risk making mistakes and acknowledge them when we make them. 
• People of color are not looking for perfection but the ability to repair our mistakes. 
• Insist that schools and universities make ending racism courses required.
• Get involved in groups working for racial justice.
• Build authentic long-term cross-racial relationships.  Learn from them.
• Reflect on the racist messages we have received, the privileges that we enjoy, and how 

we got socialized to assume white superiority.
• Seek out and appreciate corrective feedback however it comes. 
• Break the silence about race and racism with other white people.

The question of guilt 148
“Guilt is not a response to anger; it is a response to one’s own actions or lack of action.”



“I don’t feel guilty about racism.  I didn’t choose this socialization, and it could not be avoided.  
But I am responsible for my role in it.”

Working on my own racism feels incredibly liberating—not guilty.

A positive white identity?  149
“A positive white identity is an impossible goal.  White identity is inherently racist; white people 
do not exist outside the system of white supremacy.”  

“Strive to be ‘less white.’ To be less white is to be less racially oppressive, more racially aware, 
better educated about racism, and continually challenging racial certitude and arrogance.  To be 
open to, interested in, and compassionate toward the racial realities of people of color.  To break 
with white silence and white solidarity.  To stop privileging the comfort of white people over the 
pain of racism for people of color. To move past guilt into action. 

“Ultimately, I strive for a less white identity for my own liberation and sense of justice, not 
to save people of color.” P. 150

Strategies for working together  150
How to interrupt other people’s oppressive words or behavior:

• Affirm a person’s perspective before sharing mine, and when I do share point the finger 
inward not outward, with emphasis on my own experience, not blame.

• Choose a time to confront when you feel prepared and the other person is open. Ask 
permission:  “Can I talk to you about something? “

• Don’t aim to change the other person.  The goal is just to break with white solidarity. 

People of color navigating white fragility 151
“It is white people’s responsibility to be less fragile; people of color don’t need to twist 
themselves into knots trying to navigate us as painlessly as possible.”

“In a vicious racial cycle, white fragility has functioned to keep people of color from challenging 
racism in order to avoid white wrath.”  152

In conclusion
 Being “nice” to people of color isn’t enough.  “Niceness will not get racism on the table and will 
not keep it on the table when everyone wants to get off. In fact, bringing racism to white people’s 
attention is often seen as not nice, and being perceived as not nice triggers white fragility.  

“Interrupting racism takes courage and intentionality”  The task is never finished. 




